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Abstract
This study ana1yzed the difference in reconstructing vo1ume by using phantom mode1 between various settings of
axia1-mode and spira1-mode computed tomography (CT) simu1ator for three-dimensiona1 conforma1 radiotherapy. Tl芷ee
phantom balls with different diameters (5.1 , 9.9 , 12 .2 ιm) were scanned by a sing1e-row detector CT simu1ator. The
vo1umes of all phantom balls were reconstructed in the same system. The exac t1y ca1cu1ated phantom ball vo1umes were
the base1ines as compared to the vo1umes by the conventiona1 axia1-mode CT reconstruction. Th已 reconstructed
vo1umes from the axia1 scanning mode were compared with the correspondi月 settings of the spira1 scanning mode in
CT simu1ation, with four different Hounsfie1d (HU) thresho1ds，位芷ee different pitches (1, l. 5 and 2) , and four different
slice widths (1, 2 , 3 and 5 mm). The reconstructed vo1umes were 1己的 than the exac t1y ca1cu1ated vo1umes in all
phantom balls using the conventiona1 axia1-mode CT simu1ation. Larger slice width and HU thresho1d were associated
with 1arger difference between the exact甘 calcu1ated vo1umes and reconstructed vo1umes in 位ia1 CT mode. For the
small phantom ball at slice width of no more than 3 mm, there were 1己的 than 5% of vo1ume 10sses compared with
axia1-mode CT settings. The 10west HU thresho1d and slice width of 1ess than 5 mm were needed to maintain vo1ume
10ss of 1己的 than 5% in mαlium and 1arge balls. As compared to axia1-mode scanning , spira1-mode scanning offered
vo1ume reconstruction 10ss of 1ess than 5% at ahnost all settings. The exceptions existed in the small phantom ball with
slice width of 5 mm, spira1 pitch of 1.5 and 2 at 50 HU, and slice width of 5 mm, spira1 pitch of 2 at 0 HU. Slice interva1,
spira1 scanning pitch and HU thresho1d were the factors with impact on the accurate estimation of vo1ume
reconstruction by spira1 CT simu1ator. Spira1 CT mode was fi己的ib1e in most scanning settin軒， with acceptab1e vo1ume
reconstruction accuracy thresho1d of more than 95%
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1. Introduction
Conventiona1 computed tomography (CT) systems with
the X-ray tubes around patients and all images reconstructed in
a slice are operated in exac t1y static tab1e position. In recent
years, spira1 vo1umetric CT (a1so referred as a helica1 CT) with
the sing1e breath ho1d technique has become the predominant
mode of operation. In such a scanning mod己， continuous couch
transportation and detector rotation are integrated during data
acquisition [1-4]. Consequent1y, the pr句 ections collected at
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different view ang1es do not represent 1ine integra1s of the
same object 10cation. When the scanned object position
changes constant1y from view to view，自己 property of
conserving tota1 attenuation no 10nger ho1ds
Spira1 CT imaging has been used frequent1y in the
radio1ogy department because of its rapid and superior
application in cases requiring high 10ngitudina1 reso1ution. It
allows clinicians to obtain virtua1 representation of the patient
for calcu1ating 自己的rget vo1ume and dose distribution
Howev缸， the position-re1ated vo1ume reconstruction accuracy
is not fully eva1uated in CT simu1ation of three-dimensiona1
conforma1 radiotherapy (3DCRT)
口].
This study
investigated the difference in the reconstructed vo1ume using
3DCRT p1anning design between exac t1y ca1cu1ated vo1um肘，

